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Properties of infinite-dimensional representations of the Lorentz group are considered which 
are of interest for the solution of problems in relativistic elementary particle theory. Infinite
dimensional representations are applied to an analysis of the amplitude of the reaction a + b 
-c +d. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A study of the symmetry properties of a system 
of particles enables one to draw a number of im
portant conclusions with respect to the behavior 
of the system even in the case when the nature of 
the interaction between the particles is unknown. 
The conditions of invariance of a problem under 
different groups of transformations impose strong 
limitations on possible types of solutions. These 
restrictions are widely used in the analysis of the 
processes of interaction between particles. Par
ticularly wide use is made of the symmetry prop
erties of a system with respect to the group of 
rotations and reflections of three-dimensional 
space. In contrast to the representations of the 
three-dimensional group the representations of 
the Lorentz group are utiliZed comparatively in
frequently. This refers particularly to the infi
nite-dimensional representations of this group. 
But they may turn out to be useful both in the 
phenomenological analysis of processes involving 
relativistic particles, and also in the development 
of field theory. 

One of the reasons for this insufficient utiliza
tion of the irreducible representations of the Lo
rentz group is the lack of mathematical apparatus 
similar to the one available in the case of the 
three-dimensional group. For finite-dimensional 
representations of the Lorentz group such a for
malism was developed in an article by one of the 
authors .1 The present paper is a continuation of 
the earlier one.1 In the present paper a study is 
made of the infinite-dimensional representations 
of the Lorentz group in connection with their ap
plications to different problems of the relativistic 
theory of elementary particles. A discussion is 

*This is a continuation of a paper by one of the authors,' 
published in JETP under the same title. 

given of the possibility of utilizing the basis func
tions of this group for the solution of the equations 
of quantum field theory. The reaction a + b 
- c + d is discussed. The amplitude of this re
action is expanded in terms of the basis functions 
of the infinite-dimensional representation. The 
coefficients of such an expansion depend only on 
the nature of the interaction between the particles, 
and not on the kinematics of the process. For high
energy particles the method of analyzing the reac
tion amplitudes outlined here is simpler and more 
convenient than the usual phase analysis. 

Infinite-dimensional representations of the 
Lorentz group have been utilized by a number of 
authors. Ginzburg and Tamm,2 Gel'fand and 
Yaglom,3 Dirac4 and others have used them for 
the development of a theory of elementary par
ticles with a spectrum of spins and masses, E. M. 
Lifshitz5 has used them for the solution of the prob
lem of the stability of an expanding universe, I. S. 
Shapiro6 has used them for a relativistically
invariant classification of the states of elementary 
particles, etc. The results of the present paper 
may be applied to the problems enumerated above. 
One of the main methodological advantages of our 
method of investigating the infinite-dimensional 
representations as compared with the investiga
tions of other authors is the possibility of utilizing 
the techniques of Clebsch-Gordan, Racah, and Fano 
which have become widespread in physics. 
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2. THE BASIS FUNCTIONS OF THE UNITARY 
INFINITE -DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATIONS 
OF THE LORENTZ GROUP 

The representations of the Lorentz group are 
determined by the eigenvalues of two invariants 
which can be constructed from the components 
of the operator for the infinitesimal rotation Ma,B 
in four-dimensional space. If H is the space-like, 
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and F is the time -like part of M 0!{3 then the in
variants are given by M2 = H2 - F 2 and ( HF). 
If M0!{3 operates on functions which depend only 
on the coordinates and do not contain any spin 
variables, then the second invariant is equal to 
zero and the representation is determined by 
specifying the eigenvalue of M2• 

The basis functions of the irreducible finite
dimensional representations given in reference 1 
for the time-like case (t = p cosh 0!, r = I pI 
x sinh 0!, 0 ::::: 0! ::::: oo , - oo ::::: p ::::: oo ) are of the 
following form 

'I"ntm (oc, %, cp) =ITt (n, oc) Ytm (-It, cp), (1) 

By replacing n in (2) by iN, where N is a real 
number which takes on all values in the range 
0 ::::: N ::::: oo , we obtain the basis functions of the 
principal series of the unitary irreducible infinite
dimensional representations of the Lorentz group: 

'YNtm(oc, %, 9) = ITz(N, oc)Ytm(%, cp) 

(3) 

In the papers of Gel'fand and Na1mark7 it is 
shown that the basis functions of the Lorentz group 
must satisfy the following relations: 

F nr . "'eN I cto cl'm+(.< \TP 
f.< I Nlm = l L.J I' 1'010 lm1f.< I Nl'm1 f.<> 

I' 

(4) 

H =- i [nxv"'], F =- i [nd I ax+ coth xv'"]. (5) 

Here rn = r, vw is the angular part of the oper
ator V', and H~ and F ~ are the cyclic compo
nents* of H and F. 

Formulas (4) define the basis functions of an 
infinite-dimensional irreducible unitary represen
tation for which k0 = 0, c =iN, where c2 -1 and 
k0 are the eigenvalues of the two invariants of the 
group in the notation of reference 7. One can easily 
show by means of a direct substitution that (4) is 
valid for the function (3). 

*The cyclic components of a vector a are related to its 
Cartesian components by the equations a ±I = ±(ax ± iay) v'2, 
a,= az; our definition of the spherical harmonics Y1m(ti, cp) is 
the same as the one used by Bethe," and differs by the factor 
(-l)m from the functions listed by Condon and Shortley.• 

From (4) we may obtain recurrence relations 
for Ilz ( N, 0!): 

diiz 1 dx =,- (l-i- I)coth ociT1- ·vJJ2+i2 II1_ 1, 

diit! dx = l cothocll1 + V N 2 -, (l -:- l )2 H1, 1 , (6) 

which lead to the following second order equation 

d2n1 -:-2cothocdn, _LU+O rr -'·(N2 -'- l)IT,=O. (7) 
dCJ.~ ' da sinh2 a 1 ' 

The function Ilz ( N, 0!) may also be expressed 
in terms of the following integral 

ll (N oc) =(-1)'+1 M, f cosNB (cosh a--cosh~)' d" (8) 
1 ' sinh1+1 a) ' I! t'· 

0 

It can be easily verified that (8) satisfies (6), 
and reduces to (3) when l = 0. This proves the 
identity of expressions (8) and (3). The normali
zation of IIz ( N, 0!) is such that 

~ IT1 (N, x) II1 (N', x) sinh2 ocda = ~ o (N- N'). (9) 
0 

Ilz has no singularities over the whole range of 
values of 0! and satisfies the condition Ilz ( N, 0) 

= -Nozo· 
Relations analogous to (6) - (8) were obtained 

by Fock10 for the four-dimensional spherical har
monics in Euclidean space. 

To obtain the recurrence relations and the 
equation for the space-like case (t = p sinh 0!, 

r = p cosh 0!, - oo ::::: 0! ::::: oo , 0 ::::: p ::::: oo) , one 
should replace in (6) and (7) sinh 0! by cosh 0! 

and vice versa. As we have already noted in ref
erence 1, the space-like function \I!Nlm can be 
obtained from (3) for the time-like case by means 
of replacing 0! by 0! ± i 7T/2. For our two linearly 
independent functions we may choose 

nr± ( u. ·c) __ ·cosh :1. dl~ 1 cos N (a_ ±in! 2) INlm oc, v, w -I -- Y (& m) (10) 
T Me d sinh 1-t-1 a 1"' ~' T · 

These functions are orthogonal and are normalized 
by the condition 

00 

\ cosh2 adrx \ dQ '¥~-,l,m, (-X, &, cp) '¥N,l,m, (:x, \t, cp) . " 
(11) 

3. MATRICES FOR THE ROTATION OPERATOR 
IN FOUR-DIMENSIONAL PSEUDO-EUCLIDEAN 
SPACE 

Every proper Lorentz transformation may be 
represented in the form of three successive trans
formations: a) a spatial rotation, defined by the 
Eulerian angles cp 1 = .P, J.-= e, and cp 2 = 0; 
b) a transformation to a coordinate system which 
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has the velocity v = tanh 1/J along the new z axis 
( 0 :::; lf! :::; oo , the velocity of light is c = 1), while 
the direction of the velocity is determined in the 
initial system by the polar angles e and 4>; 
c) a second spatial rotation, defined by the angles 
CfJl• J., and CfJ2· 

To obtain the matrix elements of the rotation 
operator we have to construct the matrices for 
each of the three rotations a), b), c) and multiply 
them together. The Cayley-Klein coefficients for 
the spatial rotation have the following form 

ct = o· = exp H-i <h + ?2l} cos ~ • 

~ = -1' = - exp {- { i ( rp1 - rp2)} sin ~ . (12) 

A rotation through the angle lf! in the ( z, t) plane 
is specified by the quantities 

ct = exp(-~/2), o = exp(~/2), ~ = 1 = 0. (13) 

Let uJj be the basis function of an irreducible 
MJ.L 

finite-dimensional representation of dimension 
( 2J + 1·) ( 2j + 1), where J and j are defined by 
the eigenvalues of the two group invariants. In 
the notation of Gel'fand and Na1mark7 k0 = I J- j I, 
c = n = J + j + 1. The transformation of uJj under 

MJ.L 
four-dimensional rotations is defined by the follow-
ing equation 

u~t (A)= 2} Df.,LM'r~-' (D2, ~. Dr) u~L· (A'), (14) 
M'r~-' 

where uJj (A) is taken in the original, and 
MJ.L 

u{t,l-t,(A') in the new coordinate system. The 

matrix elements of the four -dimensional rotation 
operator nJj ( n2, 1/J, nl) were given in ref-

MJ.LM'J.L' 
erence 1 for the case n2 = 0. With the aid of (12) 
and (13) we can obtain, in a manner analogous to 
that used in reference 1, the general expression 
for the rotation matrix 

DJj (" ,/, ")·· ~( 1)/L-rJ.'clm cl'm' Dl 
Mv. M'!.J.' ~.!.2, 'i"' ~.!.1 =~ .LJ - J--Mjp. 1--M'jp.' mx. 

ll'x 

Q5?: (~) ~= L; C)":___.'-i'· C)'::_Ap. exp {(A+/.)~}- (16) 
AI. 

Dfum' are the well-known matrix elements of 
the three-dimensional rotation operator:11 

Dfnnd ?I• &, ?2) = 2} (- 1 )k 

;< [(l + m)! (l- m)! (I+ m')! (l- m')!]'f, 
(l + m' -- k)! (1--m- k)! (m- m' + k)! .k 1 

( 
,<)- \21+m'-m-2k (' {t \2k--m'+m . , 

X e1m~, cos T) sin 2 ) e"" "''· 
• I 

(17) 

In accordance with our definition of the angles of 
rotation the following equalities hold: 

Ytm(6, <D)= ~D~m·(rp, %, ?2)Ytm' (6', <D'), 
m' 

Ytm(-&, rp) = V(2l + 1)j4rrD~o(q:>, %, ?2)· (18) 

The function nJj transforms according to 
MJ.LM'J.L' 

the ( 2J + 1) ( 2j + 1) -dimensional irreducible rep
resentation of the Lorentz group. 

The r:otation matrices for the functions 'lrnzm 
can be easily obtained with the aid of (15) and for
mula (22) of reference 1. If 

l'tn' 

then we have 

Tlmt'm' (D2, ~. Dr)=~ Dfnx (<D, 8, 0) Q~~ (~) D~;" ( 9r, -&, ?2), 

where 
X (20) 

II' II' 
Qnx = QJJx' n = 2J + 1. 

On setting in (19) 01.' = J.' = cp' = 0, we obtain 

'Yntm(a, 0, CD)~~ (n/V4c:)Ttmoo(!l 2 , :1., D1 ) (21) 

and, in particular, 

,v-- 10 llt(n,:J.)=(n; 2l-f-1)Qn0 (a). (22) 

The matrices which transform the basis func
tions of the infinite-dimensional unitary represen
tation will differ from (20) only by the form of the 
function QM~ ( lf!), since the spatial parts of 'lrnzm 
and 'lrNZm are the same. In order to determine 
QM~ ( lf!), we must find the explicit form of the 
operator corresponding to the infinitesimal rota
tion F. This operator will depend on six variables 
e, 4>, 1/J, cp 1 , J, and cp 2 • The result of its operation 
on T~Z'm' is defined by a formula analogous to 
(4), 

F T .V ·"'rNLCLO Cl.'M+'J. N 
fJ. t.Mlm == l LJ ...... L' L'oiO LMtp.' Tr'M.~~.lm· (23) 

/.' 

We need not consider the operator H, since it 
does not operate on 1/J. The explicit form of F J.L 
can be found by means of the well-known method 
of constructing the operators for an infinitesimal 
rotation. 7 We obtain 

iF -·n .J.__-1 cothdm0 -1--1-
. ,u. - !..l a~ .- T y.[J. I sinhY 

x {D~-r (CD, 0, 0) L 1 - D0 1 ($, 0, 0) Ld. (24) 

Here nJ.L ( e, 4>) is a unit vector; \i'V is the oper
ator which under rotations transforms in the same 
way as the gradient 
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,n . !J a 
v 0 =-Sll1 ai); (25) 

L11 is the operator of an infinitesimal rotation op
erating on the angles cp 1, J., and cp 2: 

i e±i'!'t r· i a i • . a i a ] 
L+r = -,---_---1_-r- -ar~, tcot&-0 _ --.-,, 0- , - Jl 2 , '?1 s 1 n " q>2. 

L 0 = - i }!__. (26) 
uq>, 

On substituting T~MZm into (3), and on separating 
the factors that depend on the spatial angles, we 
obtain three recurrence relations which interrelate 
the functions Qk~ ( lj!) corresponding to different 
values of L and K: 

cL~o ( dQt~ 1 dcj; + .,z cotMQtt,J -,- c;~/- ct~~~w Q;0~ -- viTt+iT 
• T sinh <jJ 

(C'" cL'x QLI ctx cL'x u X lx-111 l.x-111 Nx-1- lx-\-11--l Lx-H1--I QNx-c1); (27) 

L' = L, L -~-I, 1;:-1 = L + 1, 

ri: = 1, rt-+ 1 =- L, 

c~;L is defined by formula (4). 
The recurrence relations (2 7) completely define 

the function Qk~ (If!). For l = 0 they reduce to 
(6). At the same time IIL(N, a) =- (N/J 2L + 1 ) 
x QM( If!). If we construct the invariant operator 
M2 = H2- F2, which depends on the six angles, 
then from the equation 

(28) 

we can obtain a system of second -order differential 
equations for Qk~: 

d2Qu dQu ~ + 2 coth cj; ~ _ L (L + 1) + l (l + 1) Qu 
d</J2 d</J sinh2 <jJ Nx 

+ x 2{coshlji- 1)2 Qu + (N2 + 1) Qu 
sinh~ </J Nx Nx 

+ 2 Y L (L + 1) l (l +1)~08~~ h ci:~iJ. Cz~~iJ. Q~~-iJ. = 0. 
smh '~' 1L (29) 

We note that for N = -in, where n is an integer, 
(27) and (29) will define the rotation matrix for the 
basis functions 1/JnZm of the finite-dimensional 
representations; for complex values of N we shall 
obtain the rotation matrix for the basis functions of 
the infinite-dimensional nonunitary representations. 

We can verify directly that the recurrence rela
tions (27) and the equations (29) will be satisfied by 
the function Qk~ ( 1/J) which is obtained by means 
of analytic continuation of (16) into the region of 
purely imaginary values of n = 2J + 1 = iN, J = j. 

On taking into account the fact that IIz ( n, a) 
may be represented in the following form1 

ll (' ) '1 cJiJ. 2!L• 
l Z,IX =~ J!LlOe , n = 2J + 1, (30) 

ll' and on utilizing the explicit form (16) of QnK, we 
obtain 

Q~~ (cj;) = (-1)" e""' V(2l + 1) (2/' + 1) f n X 

""v-- so X~ 2s + 1 Ctxl'-x W (LJL' J; Js) ITs (n, cj;). (31) 
s 

W (abed; ef) is the Racah function. 12 It may be ex
pressed in terms of the r function and the gener
alized hypergeometric function 4F3 (see reference 
13), which are defined both for real and for com
plex values of their arguments. This enables us 
to go over from (31) to the case of an infinite
dimensional representation. To achieve this, we 
must replace n in expression (31) by a complex 
number. In particular, for the case of an infinite
dimensional unitary representation we must re
place n by iN. We then obtain 

Q,'J~ (cp) = e"" Lj (2s + 1) Ci~~o F (NIL's) ITs (N, cj;), (32) 

F(Nll's) = -(-i)1+1'+sVi(2l + !); N W 

X('iN-1./iN-1 l'· iN-1 s)- (-1)1-i-l'+sNI! /'!s' 
2 2 ' 2 1 - M 1 M1, M 5 

X 1 /-(21 + 1) (I+ 1'-s)! (/ + s-l')! (I'+ s -I)!, (Nil') v (I+ l' + s + j )! w s ' 
(33) 

w(Nll's) 

= (zJ ( -1/' I' (l -i- /' .;.. 1 - k -T- i!V) • 
k f(- s -- k -,-iN U -- kJ!(l' -k;!(l+l'- s - k)! k!(s -I +k)!(s--1' -i-k)! 

We note several symmetry properties of the funa
tion QM~. It follows from (3), (27), and (32) that 

Q~f~ (cj;) = ( -1)1+1' Q~;. (cj;) = Q;.J:_x (cj;) = (- 1)1+1' Q:.J~ (- ~). 
(34) 

The normalizing constant for T~Mlm can be cal,
culated by utilizing (20) and the explicit form QMK· 
On introducing the notation drl1 = <%. 1r) sin 8 d8 d<I>, 
drl2 = ( Ya 1r2) sin J. dJ. dcp 1 dcp2, we obtain 

00 

\ · h \ N'* N ~SID ~cj;dcj; ~ TL'M'l'm'Tl.Mlm dQldQ2 
u 

11: • 

= 2N 2 o(N--N')ou'oll'oMM'omm'. (35) 

The addition theorem for IIz in the finite-dimen
Bional case follows from formula (19): 

L}(2l+1)Il1 (n, o:)Ilt(n, ~)=nll0 (n, o:+~). (36) 
l 

The analogous formula for the infinite-dimensional 
representation has the following form 

S(-1) 1+1(2l+1)1Tt(N, o:)IT1 (N, ~)=Nll0 (N,o:+~). 
I 

(37) 
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4. THE CLEBSCH-GORDAN EXPANSION FOR THE 
INFINITE -DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATIONS 
OF THE LORENTZ GROUP 

In reference 1 we have obtained the Clebsch
Gordan expansion for the finite-dimension repre
sentations: 

'Y,,I,m, 'Y n,l,m, = 2} lf n1n2j4r:n A (n1l1n 2l2nl) Cl;~,l,m,'Fn1m, 
n,l 

A (n1l1n2l2nl)=n Y(2ll +1) (212 +1)X (J1J1II,J2J2/2, JJl), 
(38) 

X (abc, def, ghs) are the Fano functions whose ex
plicit form together with tables of particular values 
are given by Matsunobo and Takebe.14 The coeffi
cients A satisfy the following orthogonality rela
lations: 

1,1, 

With the aid of (38) and (39) we may obtain the 
Clebsch-Gordan expansion 

r"• · · r"' · · = ~ A (n 1l 1n2l2nl) 
[ 1m1 l1m1 l2mzl 2m 2 nil' 

' ' lm I'm' n 
X A (nlll 11212 nl') cl,m,l,m, c I~ m~ l~m~T lml'm' (40) 

and the inverse expansion 

T7ml'm' =~A (n 1l1n2l2nl) A (t~tl~n 2l' 2 nl') 

(41) 

In (41) the summation is carried out over all the 
allowable values of Zl> Z2, Z!, l2,, m1, m2, m'1• mz. 

In accordance with reference 15 we shall seek 
the Clebsch-Gordan expansion of the product of 
basis functions l¥Nzm of the infinite-dimensional 
representation in the following form 

'I',\'1 l 1m 1'Y N,l,m, =(1 !V. 4r:) ~ 
I 

X r dN B (N 1N 2N) C (N 1l1N 2l2N l) C~~~,l,m,l.f.'Ntm, (42) 
0 

and we shall require that C ( N1 ON20NO) = - 1. By 
making use of the orthogonality of the functions 
'-liNlm we obtain 

B (N 1 N?.N) = + i, sinh r:N1 sinh rrN2sinhrrN 

x [cosh; (N 1 + N2 + N)cosh~ (N1 + N2-- N) 

X cosh~ (N + N2- N1)cosh i (N + N1- N2)r1. (43) 

The plus sign corresponds to the time-like, and 
the minus sign.to the space-like case. To deter
mine the expansion coefficient C (N1Z1N2Z2NZ}, we 
apply to both sides of (42) the operator F 11 (24), 

and then expand products of the type l¥N1Z1m1 
x l¥N2Z2,m2+JJ.• which will appear in the left hand 
side of the equation, again by utilizing (42). By 
equating coefficients of '-liNZm on both sides of 
the equation, and by utilizing the orthogonality 
properties of the coefficients C: : : , we obtain 
the following recurrence relations · 

C (N 111N 212N l') cj.tcf~~o 

='lC(N1l'N2l"Nl) ,_,N•J•c 1 ·~ U(l1l21l; 1'1'1) 
L;' 1 '' t 1 t 1o10 

U {abed; ef) = Y(2e + 1) (2f + 1) W (abed; ef). 

The relations (44) enable us to define the func
tion C (N1Z1N2Z2NZ) for arbitrary Z1, Z2 and l. 
It has the following symmetry properties: 

C (N 1l1N 212N l) = C (N 2l2N 1I1N l) 

./ZT'T 
=(-1} I, v 211-:1 C(N2l2N!Nll1), (45) 

C (N1Z1N2Z2NZ) = 0 if Z1 + Z2 + l is an odd integer. 
These properties become obvious if we express 
C (N1Z1N2Z2NZ) in terms of an integral of the prod
uct of three liz ( N, a), by utilizing (42). 

We shall seek the expansion which is the inverse 
of (42) in the form 

(46) 

On setting a = 0 in both sides of this equation we 
obtain C (N10N20NO) = -1. The recurrence rela
tions between c and different values of zl' z2' 
and l can be obtained in the same way as for C. 
They are identical with (44), from which it follows 
that C (N1Z1N2Z2NZ) coincides with C (N1Z1N2Z2NZ). 

From (42) and (46) we obtain the orthogonality 
relation* 
00 

~ N dN B (N 1 N 2 N) C (N 111N 212N l) C ( N 1l~N 2/~N I) 
0 = N1 N2o -o · 

ltll lt.l2, 

= N 1Nl) (N- N'). (47) 

The coefficients C (N1Z1N2Z2NZ) defined by the re
currence relations (44) are identical, up to a con
stant factor, with the Fano function of complex 
arguments: 

*We note that in reference 15 the factor B(n,n2n) has been 
omitted in the right hand sides of (7) and (8); the factor -1:4 
is lacking in the expression for B(n1n2n) [formula (6)]. 
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X X (J 1J1li, J2J 2l2 , JJl). 

Jk = 1/2(iNk-1). (48) 

To calculate the particular values of the Fano func
tion in (48), we can use the usual formula 

X (JIJrlr, J2J2l2, JJl) = ~ (2J2 + 21. + 1) W (JlJIJ2; JJ2+"A) 
I-

X W (lrlJ2J2; l2J2 +"A) W (JJ2Jrlr, J1J2 +"A), (49) 

in which A. must take on all integral values from 
-lo to + 10, where Z0 is the smallest of the three 
numbers Z1, 12, and Z. 

The explicit form of the functions W and others, 
which was obtained by Racah for real values of Jk, 
is also preserved in the case of complex Jk 
= ! (iNk - 1) if all the factorials are replaced by 
the corresponding r functions of complex argu
ment. In order not to lose a phase factor in this 
process, we must in the process of squaring and 
of extracting the square root retain all the factors 
i, and only in the very last stage can we put -1 
for the i2 ·which are outside the radical. 

From (42) and (46) we obtain the Clebsch-Gordan 
expansion 

00 

~ ~ 1 ~ Ttmt'm'Tt.m.z'm'=NN"' NdNB(NrN2N) 
llll - 2 22 12L.J. 

II' o 
, , ,l'm' 

XC (N rlrN 2l2Nl) C (N1l,N ,l2Nl') Ci';n,z,m, Ct,m'f'm'T~mt'm·· 
" • (50) 

The inverse expansion may be obtained by utilizing 
the orthogonality properties of the coefficients 
C (N1Z1N2Z2NZ). It has the following form 

(N;N IN2) B (NIN 2N) L; c (NillN2l2Nl) c (Nll~N~l~N'l') 
I'm' N N 

xC~~m,t,m, Cz'm' z'm'T z,~,z'm' Tz:mJm' = T~mt'm''O (N- N'). 
1 1 2 2 I 1 2 2 ( 5l) 

All the formulas of this section, with the excep
tion of (47), hold for both the time-like and the 
space-like case. In (47) a minus sign will appear 
in the right hand sides if B ( N1 N2N) is negative 
(space-like case). 

5. APPLICATION OF THE INFINITE-DIMEN
SIONAL REPRESENTATIONS TO THE STUDY 
OF RELATIVISTIC PROCESSES 

1. The infinite-dimensional representations of 
the Lorentz group can be utilized for the spectral 
representation of the reaction amplitude. As an 
example we consider the reaction a + b - c + d, 
and assume that the particles are spinless. Then 
the reaction amplitude will depend on the masses 
of the particles, and on three independent momenta, 

Pa. Pb. and Pc· To describe the angular and the 
energy distributions of the particles, the reaction· 
amplitude is usually expanded in terms of spher
ical ·harmonics of the angles that specify Pi· and 
the energy dependence of the coefficients of these 
functions is then obtained. Such an expansion is 
inconvenient for relativistic processes since the 
convergence of the expansion becomes worse as 
the energy increases. The reaction amplitude, 
regarded as a function of the variables Pa. Pb· 
Pc• depends not only on the nature of the inter
action, but also on the kinematics of the process. 
Since the amplitude is a scalar, it contains only 
invariant combinations of the momenta. Along 
with PI= mi, we can choose as such combina
tions, for example, the two scalar products 
(PaPb) and (PcPd)· 

In order to characterize the process independ
ently of the kinematics, and to describe the angu
lar distribution without expanding in terms of 
spherical harmonics, we can utilize the expansion 
of the amplitude in terms of the infinite-dimen
sional representations of the Lorentz group. We 
denote the reaction amplitude by A ( mf, Pi). The 
expansion of the amplitude in terms of the basis 
functions of the infinite-dimensional representa
tion has the following form 

00 co 

A (m;, p;) = ~ \ dN 1dN2A (m;, N I• N 2) 110 (N 1• 'II) II0 (N2, '12). 
oo ~m 

Here we have 
ll0 (N, r) = -sinNr/sinhr, coshr1 =cosh:x"cosh:xb 

-sinh x .. sinh Xb cos Oab, 

(PaP b) = mamb cosh II = EaEb- PaP b. (PeP d) = mcmdcosh 12· 

The interaction process will be completely de
scribed by the quantity 

A (m;, NI,N2) = (4/1t2)~ dwrdw2A (m;, p,) ITO (N lt n) IIo (Nz,r). 
(53) 

where dw = sinh2 y dydQ. 
The whole angular and energy dependence of 

the amplitude is contained in the known functions 
II0 ( N, y) . The expansions (52) and (53) hold for 
functions which are quadratically integrable over 
dw. If A (mi, pi) is not such a function, then one 
can always separate the invariant factor in such a 
way that the remaining part will have the required 
properties. 

If the particles that participate in the reaction 
have spin, then the amplitude will contain spin 
operators with factors that depend on the momenta 
and transform according to a finite -dimensional 
representation. The product of these factors and 
II0 ( N, y) can be expanded in terms of the infinite-
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dimensional unitary representations and, thus, an 
expansion for the reaction amplitude can be ob
tained in the general case. 

2. The infinite-dimensional representations can 
be utilized for the solution of equations of quantum 
field theory. As an example let us consider the 
simplest case -the D' Alembert equation. It can 
be easily seen that in this case the basis functions 
'11Nlm (a, -.J, cp) enable us to separate variables. 
Indeed, in accordance with reference 15, we have 

-" G ( nr ( " o) -·- '-'\.1 ·t-L I a . iN- "I u"~ N.P)INtm x,v,tp ·--::LLJI lap-z-P-
Lxf 1 -' 

XG ( )./Jr(2f+1fc'i·a. CLA A("/')f L)'ll' ( Cl. N P V --2-v- 1/;flf-cr lmfcr H ~ 'I vLA X, v, tp), 
(54) 

iv =iN+ K, K = ±1, GN(P) depends only on p, 
while 

The ± signs in (54) refer respectively to the 
cases t2 - r 2 > 0 and t2 - r 2 < 0. By applying the 
operator Ba(3 twice we obtain 

[] G N (p) 'Y Nlm (x, &, tp) =- \'2h aa.roaar,Gs (rJ) 'Cvtm (x, &, tp) 
a.[:J 

{ a"- . 3 d N2 + 1 1 
= a--;;- -r---d. + --,- 'GN (p) '¥!vim (:z, &, :!0). 

p· 0 p p· .I ' (55) 

For equations of a more complicated type, for 
example, the Bethe-Salpeter equation, a chain of 
equations in the variable p is obtained. 
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